LiveGuest
ENRICH
YOUR PROGRAM
WITH A LIVE
INTERVIEW
AVIWEST LiveGuest empowers professional broadcasters to create engaging, innovative content for audiences by inviting remote guests to join
a live video call directly integrated with their production system. Integrating remote guest interviews has never been simpler!
Your guests can easily join a live from their laptop, smartphone or tablet. No software installation is required so anyone can join a live video
without any prerequisites. They click on the link they have received by email and directly access the live. They will automatically connect to a
StreamHub in your studio. Up to 16 Guests can simulteously be connected to a StreamHub unit. The video streams received in the studio can be
decoded and sent over SDI and NDI, letting you integrate the Guests within your live production system.
Guest interviews, remote sports commentary, virtual press conferences and public experts contributions… Interview anyone from anywhere with
LiveGuest, our easy-to-use and professional solution powered by a powerful cloud infrastructure.

KEY FEATURES
PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTION WORKFLOWS
Thanks to the AVIWEST LiveGuest integrated solution, any Guest video and
audio content received in the studio can be sent over SDI and NDI.
SRT support also allows you to build full cloud-based production workflows,
taking advantage of StreamHub Cloud deployment over any public or private
cloud.

AUTOMATED ECHO CANCELLATION
The Guests can listen to the audio sent by the studio on their speakers, they
don’t need headphones. Automated Echo Cancellation capabilities ensure no
feedback or audio echo during the guest interview.

SHAPING TOMORROW’S LIVE VIDEO

VIDEO RETURN & INTERCOM
Accessible from any web browser and any device (laptop, smartphone, tablet),
the LiveGuest solution supports bidirectional video return, allowing the guests
to receive, watch, and hear the content being produced in the studio. Audio
intercom let your guest receive the Mix-minus of the current program, as well
as direct instruction from the production crew. All integrated within your
professional production workflow!

SOCIAL MEDIA PLATFORMS
The interview can be sent directly from the StreamHub to all major Social
Video Platforms. Indeed, our StreamHub can support multiple RTMP outputs
and has integrated video and audio transcoding capabilities. It allows
broadcasters to deliver their content to any social media platform such as
YouTube, Twitch, Facebook etc.
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AVIWEST continuously improves its products portfolio and reserves the right to modify the specifications without prior notice.
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